In 2006, Mexico's then-president Felipe Calderón declared war on drug trafficking. The human toll included the loss of over 95,000 lives, the forced disappearance of more than 27,000 people, and the displacement of 2 percent of the Mexican population. This article offers an explanation of how persecution and exile are specific effects of the governmentalization of the Mexican state. This governmentalization includes the shared use, by criminals and authorities, of techniques for dominating the population and controlling the conduct of citizens through the practices of death, that is, by necropolitics. The article goes on to discuss how the objectives, rationality, and governmentalization of the state serve to dislocate concepts of the legal discourse of asylum in such a way that its truth politics exclude Mexican asylum seekers, thereby constituting American migration biopolitics from the periphery.
Introduction
Thousands of people have fled Mexico's war on drug trafficking (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) 1 with over 700,000 displaced people, 230,000 of these from the Valle de Juarez in Chihuahua alone. Of these displaced persons from the Valle de Juarez, 150,000 are now in the United States and hundreds have applied for asylum, although they have generally been unsuccessful due to the systematic rejection of Mexican cases by American courts. This systematic rejection could be related to the tactical use of asylum law in the migration dispositif (apparatus) of the United States.
This article seeks to broaden the analysis by conceptually examining the politics of death that leads to persecution in Mexico and the lodging of asylum claims in the United States. It also focuses on how this necropolitics serves the migration apparatus through the legal discourse of asylum. The article will therefore first discuss how biopower and the governmentalization of the State work: how both constitute biopolitics, how the Third World expression of this is necropolitics, and how biopolitics and necropolitics work together in the regulation of migration through asylum law. Second, it will characterize the phenomenon of Mexican asylum seekers in the United States in general, and El Paso, Texas, in particular. 2 It will go on to discuss how the objectives, rationality, and governmentalization of the State serve to dislocate the concepts of the legal discourse of asylum in such a way that its truth politics exclude Mexican asylum seekers. Finally, the article will examine how the main legal concepts of asylum discourse-the state's unwillingness or inability to provide protection, and motivation based on political opinion and membership of a particular group-are used as biopolitical tactics in the US Office of Immigration and Citizenship Services (USCIS) and the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) to exclude Mexicans fleeing violence and seeking protection in the United States.
Necropolitics: Constituting Biopolitics from the Peripheries
While it was not the intention of Michel Foucault to write a theory of power, he did venture an analytical philosophy of power that establishes how it works and its powers of subjection. 3 This analytical work focuses on differentiation systems, instrumental modalities, and how power is institutionalized. For Foucault, power is the control of conduct since it is not exercised directly on people but by inducing, facilitating, hindering, limiting, and preventing their actions. Power relations become relations of domination when blocked using techniques that permit the complete domination of the actions of others. The ideal vehicles of power are discourses-elements or tactical blocks used in relations of force to construct subjectivities 4 -and they operate through apparatuses (dispositifs or the nondiscursive instruments linked to discourses) maintained through a variety of strategies. Foucault identified the use of three types of power in European history: sovereign power, disciplinary power, and biopower, with these three historical types of power overlapping rather than replacing each other. 5 Whereas sovereign power is exercised through legal apparatuses and disciplinary methods, biopower is enforced through a very different set of objectives, objects, rationality, apparatuses, strategies, and struggles or resistances.
Biopower modifies the sovereign's right to let live and make die, essentially inverting the relationship: instead of letting live and making die, the state now exercises the right to make live and let die. 6 Through the use of these techniques, the state does not replace disciplinary power but incorporates it and takes it to another level or sphere of action where different devices are used. While disciplinary power is focused on individual bodies (anatomo-politics), biopower focuses on processes specific to life itself, such as birth, death, reproduction, migration, and disease, while the technologies used are also different: medicine, statistics, birth control, policy, or anything intended for use as a means of population control. 7 The rationality of biopower is governmentality, which is the set of institutions, analyses, calculus, and tactics that focus on population as the main objective while political economy gives it shape and security apparatuses are its main instruments. 8 Governmentality is not exclusive to the state since these techniques control the possible actions of other subjects or self-directed actions for the domination of pleasures and desires. In order to differentiate political governmentality from other types of governmentality, Foucault referred to the first as ''Governmentalization of the state.'' This process has turned the justice State-the sovereign state ruled by lawinto the managerial state.
of domination have very different and radical effects, such as the consequences of Calderon's war on drug trafficking. This is not to say biopolitics and necropolitics are in opposition, although it is important to make a distinction since this allows us to identify their specific objectives-the regulation of life and the regulation of death, respectively-while clearly establishing how their apparatuses and strategies become intertwined in situations such as that of Mexicans applying for asylum in the Juárez-El Paso border region.
Perhaps the most important necropolitics thinker at present, Cameroon-born philosopher Achille Mbembe, argues that biopolitics is not enough in itself to establish an understanding of how life becomes subordinated to the power of death in Africa. He claims the proliferation of weapons and the existence of worlds of death-where people are so deprived they effectively become the living dead-indicates the operation of a politics of death (necropolitics) rather than a politics of life (biopolitics). 11 Mbembe claims military operations and the right to kill are no longer exclusive to the governmentalized state and the regular army is no longer the only means used to exercise the right to kill. New actors in this scenario include urban militias, private armies, and private security officers with access to the techniques and practices of death. 12 Mbembe's African reading of Foucault's biopolitics has heavily influenced other scholars writing from the perspective of the periphery about the role of governmentality in the generation of violence. For example, Sayak Valencia agrees with Mbembe's reinterpretation and radicalization of Foucault's biopolitics, and also believes death, rather than life, now operates at the center of biopolitics and has transformed it into necropolitics. However, she claims necropolitics has to be geopolitically and context-specific, and offers a reflection on necropolitics in hyperconsumer societies, particularly Mexico, where extreme violence and hyperconsumerism serve as structuring elements in the construction of dissident-although illegal-subjectivities resisting state power. 13 She argues that if biopolitics controls life processes, capitalist demands have transformed life and all associated processes-such as death-into commodities. In hyperconsumerist societies, bodies become a commodity and their care, conservation, freedom, and integrity are related products. As a commodity, life is more valuable when subject to threats, kidnappings, and torture. For Valencia, illegal drug corporations wield a parallel power of oppression and have effectively become a parallel state that reconfigures biopolitics and uses technologies called necropractices-radical actions designed to inflict pain, suffering, and death through murder, torture, and kidnapping-to seize, retain, and profit through exercising the power of making die. 14 In Valencia's Mexican interpretation of the politics of death, necropolitics is only part of a larger cultural and socioeconomic interpretative framework designed to explain the internal dynamics of violence in Northern Mexico, specifically in border cities such as Tijuana and Baja California (or Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, in the case analyzed here) where forced displacements and asylum seeking are endemic. Valencia calls this framework Gore Capitalism. 15 Of all the approaches to necropolitics, Valencia's approach best describes the status of life and death in the governmentalization of the Mexican state, although I do not share her interpretation of the role of criminal gangs. Considering Foucault's definition of governmentality, I believe criminal gangs do not represent a parallel state since their use, at different times and at different levels, of the same techniques, practices, and apparatuses as the governmentalized state helps create a hybrid State as regards the use of security techniques for the regulation of death. 16 In effect, the governmentalized Mexican state involves the sharing-between the state and criminal gangs-of techniques and practices for dominating the population such as public displays of violence for intimidation purposes and the subjection of bodies to extreme violence (torture, executions, disappearances, and persecution) in order to regulate not the life of the population, but its death. This necropolitics uses the war against drug trafficking as its central apparatus and militarization as its core strategy.
The specific subjectivity of Mexican necropolitics could be defined in terms of what Valencia has called the Endriago subject, which is a product of the sociocultural dynamics of Gore Capitalism.
According to Valencia, Gore Capitalism's cultural patterns build on the subversion of the meaning of work derived from the Post-Fordist organization of labor. She argues that the Post-Fordist contempt for labor culture and the working class in general subverts the traditional processes of capitalist reproduction, replacing labor as a meaningful social activity with consumption, even in extremely deprived and marginalized areas and regions. Social pressure for consumption, together with widespread frustration among young people who cannot achieve socially demanded levels of consumption, makes the criminal economy and the use of violence as a market tool viable option. Given that work is not socially valued, young men who need to feel competent as providers in the dynamic of hyperconsumption seek ''work'' in the gore industry of killing, drugs, kidnapping, and the sex trade. 17 Necropolitical relations serve to induce subjects to necropractices offered in the biomarket. The subjectivity that emerges from this induction is what Valencia has called the Endriago subject, a subjectivity that operates as the main agent of persecution in the asylum cases of Mexicans. The Endriago is a mythical character from the medieval romance Amadis of Gaul: a monstrous hybrid of man, hydra, and dragon. It is a tall, strong, and agile beast that inhabits infernal lands and strikes fear into its enemies. Valencia uses the term to conceptualize the subjectivity of men who use violence as a means of survival, a mechanism of self-affirmation, and a tool of work. Valencia claims Endriagos do not only kill and torture for money, but also for reasons of dignity and self-affirmation; given the prevailing social and cultural conditions in Mexico, it is no surprise that Endriagos use gore practices to meet the demands of consumerism since they are used to subvert the feelings of failure caused by material frustration.
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For Valencia, the Endriago is a dissident subjectivity that resists power. Resistance, however, doesn't mean legitimate resistance: Endriagos are businessmen who take neoliberalism to its ultimate consequences, resisting the neoliberal state but in a dystopian way. According to Valencia, Endriagos do not dispute the state as such, but biopolitical power, that is, control of the population, territory, and security through necropractices. However, as mentioned previously, I do not believe criminals constitute a parallel state because they often work together with authorities. As a consequence, Endriagos do not replace state agents but represent a new subjectivity emerging from the governmentalized State in Mexico which, as stated previously, is a mixture of criminal gangs and government institutions at different levels and to varying degrees. 19 Endriago subjects hired by criminal gangs are usually former sportsmen, soldiers, law enforcement officials, and private security guards, and in many cases, their links to the government are unclear.
Necropolitics and its core subjectivity-the Endriago-allow us to identify specific practices of the governmentalized Mexican State that are conducive to relations of domination that force people to flee and become asylum seekers in the United States, a country that in turn subjects them to the truth politics of asylum discourse which serves the migration apparatus in the United States.
Characterizing the Mexican Asylum Phenomenon in the United States
Necropolitics in Ciudad Juárez and the Valle de Juárez has produced shootouts, deaths attributable to crossfire, decapitations, and the use of car bombs against authorities and rival gangs; while kidnappings, extortion, disappearances, and the execution of civilians have become daily occurrences. The human toll of the violence associated with Gore Capitalism has been devastating with the loss of 100,000 lives and the forced disappearance of 27,000 people. As for displacement, between 2010 and 2011, some 700,000 people were forced to flee their homes as a consequence of generalized violence and 2 percent of the Mexican population has been forcibly displaced. 20 In the Valle de Juárez alone, 230,000 people have been forced to abandon their homes and while a large proportion of these people have relocated internally the rest have fled to the United States, and in particular Texas. 21 In 2007, a year after the war on drugs commenced, there were 9,545 asylum applications from Mexico, an increase of 41 percent over the previous year. Between 2006 and 2010, 44,019 Mexicans applied for asylum in other countries, 13,700 of them in the United States and 30,142 in Canada. Up to 2007, the majority of Mexican asylum seekers sought refuge in Canada (74 percent) and to a lesser extent the United States (24 percent). 22 However, by 2010, there was a change in this trend with asylum claims by Mexicans in the United States increasing to 4,225. In contrast, the number of asylum claims lodged by Mexicans in Canada reached 9,413 in 2008 but dropped to 1,198 in 2010, 23 mainly because of the need for Mexican citizens to obtain a visa to visit the country. 24 By 2010, Mexico was responsible for one of the highest numbers of asylum requests in the United States, exceeded only by China, and followed by Haiti, Guatemala, and El Salvador. According to the Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC), 60 percent of cases were recorded in just four states: California, Texas, Illinois, and Arizona. In contrast, acceptance rates are very low: in 2010, affirmative asylum was granted in only 143 of 2,320 cases (6.2 percent). The number of successful affirmative cases 25 26 A total of 85 percent of all asylum claims lodged between 2008 and 2010 were denied. In El Paso, Texas, where hundreds of the cases related to the war on drug trafficking are found, judges William L. Abbott and Thomas C. Roepke have some of the highest denial rates in the country 27 and have become even tougher since Mexicans rose to the top of the asylum applications lists. 28 The systematic denial of asylum to Mexicans is related to what Anna Jessica Cabot, Managing Attorney for Las Americas Immigrant Advocacy Center, claims to be ''this feeling that when you start letting in Mexican citizens that (have) experienced drug violence, then you're opening the doors to hundreds of thousands of Mexican citizens because drug violence is so pervasive in Mexico.'' Migration is regulated since this fear is shared by officials in Washington who support the use of biopolitical tactics. According to Carlos Spector, attorney-at-law and legal representative of dozens of Mexicans seeking asylum in El Paso, cartels act as state agents and victims, as well as asylum authorities, are aware of this. However, granting asylum to Mexicans would be tantamount to opening Pandora's Box and that is why ''when we go to court with a case involving a Mexican they use two or three of their best lawyers. If the defendant is from any other country in the world they use a novice. No decisions have been made concerning any of the cases of political asylum here. When we request political asylum from the asylum office, which represents the good guys, every case must be sent to Washington before a decision is reached. There are six regional political asylum offices and the office we have to go through is Houston. On several occasions, not trying to hide anything, I have been told after an interview: ''since this case is for a Mexican we have to send it to Washington.'' Typical biopolitical tactics used against Mexicans-such as successive migration reforms and securitization of the border-are now complemented through the enforcement of asylum law as a tactic to legitimize, through expert discourse (law) and its apparatus (courts, laws, and administrative bodies), these political decisions.
Necropolitical Dislocation of Asylum Law and its Biopolitical Use
In the writings of Foucault, a dispositif or apparatus is a set of social relationships built around a discourse: institutions, laws, policies, disciplines, scientific, and philosophical statements, concepts, moral propositions, and so on. As a tactic in the migration apparatus, asylum discourse has truth effects; it establishes subjectivities, objects, and concepts that separate the false from the true. In order to create these truth effects, it relies on other truth discourses such as the law and criminology, and it is produced and distributed under the control of large political and economic apparatuses such as courts, immigration offices, and law firms. 29 This migration apparatus serves American biopolitics; it is a ''defense'' against the ''threat'' of Mexican migration. Asylum law should not, however, form part of this biopower since it pertains to complementary sovereign and disciplinary powers: while the first results in legal codes, the second implements these codes institutionally. 30 However, asylum law in the United States is used to regulate migration, in this case, the migration of Mexicans, and not to discipline them. This is because, as Foucault argued, there is a strategic use of law in biopolitics due to the development of biopower, and norms become more important than the judicial system. This does not mean that law or its institutions tend to disappear but that the law increasingly serves as a norm-intended to impose conformism and homogenize-and that judicial institutions are more integrated into a continuum of apparatuses with regulatory functions. 31 It is a regulatory mechanism in the politics of life and death. Asylum discourse in the United Statesthrough its legal texts-serves as a tactic for the regulation of migration, which in turn has economic and political objectives: to defend American territory from the threat of Mexican migration and maintain the credibility of security cooperation between Mexico and the United States.
Asylum is codified in various legal texts: the United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (1951), its Protocol (1967), and the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). Asylum discourse in the migration apparatus of the United States excludes a subject a priori if they have participated in the persecution of others in connection with one or more of the five protected grounds, stayed in the United States for over a year at the time of the application, or resettled successfully in another country. Once a person is eligible for asylum, their claim will be successful if they manage to prove, in terms of the politics of truth in asylum discourse established in INA 101(a; 42) that they have a well-founded fear of persecution due to the government's unwillingness or inability to protect victims from their persecutors and that this persecution is motivated by the victim's race, nationality, religion, political opinion, or membership of a particular social group. These two concepts-the government's unwillingness or inability to protect and motivation-establish the terms of inclusion and exclusion in the politics of truth of asylum law.
As indicated previously, asylum law forms part of the US migration apparatus. As such, it is enforced managerially, although its reproduction, signification, and power techniques resemble those of sovereign power, such as courts. There are two institutional techniques that overtly bring asylum law into the migration apparatus.
First, the division of asylum into affirmative and defensive procedures permits the differential treatment of claimants according to their socioeconomic status and gender, which supposedly determines their criminal proclivity. Affirmative applicants either enter the country with a valid visa or overstay their visas and therefore hold no documents authorizing them to remain in the country. Their claims are reviewed by an asylum officer from the USCIS and if not approved they are referred to an immigration judge of the EOIR, which is a branch of the US Department of Justice but fails to operate as a proper court. Only at this time is the applicant transferred to removal proceedings, although their application has not yet been rejected.
In defensive claims, a migration officer places the applicant in removal proceedings and the case goes directly to the EOIR. Typically, claimants who go directly to defensive asylum do not hold a visa and state their intention to seek asylum at a port of entry before an immigration officer. In these situations, asylum seekers are sent to detention centers where they are held until an immigration court makes a decision, which could take up to five years. While awaiting a decision, the judge either grants or denies asylum and proceeds to removal. means or knowledge to obtain a border crossing document or know that stating an interest in asylum at the border will lead to their detention. Massey also claims young men spend more time in detention since they are associated with the drug business or gangs in the biased minds of American civil servants or judges. In detention, people are forced to live in degrading and uncomfortable conditions for long periods and harassed (separated from young children and told they could be separated for a very long time) to pressure them to drop their asylum claim.
Applicants in detention can request a ''credible fear'' interview in which they must provide evidence that their fear of persecution is well founded. 33 The success of a claimant's credible fear interview depends entirely on the judge's perception. This prerogative is granted by the 1996 Real ID Act which, says Cabot, gives judges the ''negative credibility decision with which they can decide that asylum seekers are not credible based on any inconsistencies in the story, even inconsistencies that have no bearing on the actual claim of asylum (the color of a house, the time of day that something happened, etc). This kind of subjective assumption is sufficient for a judge to justify dismissing asylum seekers' testimony.'' According to Massey, together, the division between negative and positive procedures is intended to exclude the poor and young men suspected of being carriers of violence.
Second, American migration courts are administrative, managerial bodies that administrate migration rather than disciplinary bodies responsible for controlling sovereign power. The quasi-legal or quasi-administrative character of migration courts makes decision making subjective and arbitrary. Immigration courts in the United States are not constitutional like civil or criminal courts where people can claim rights. Their decisions are appealed with the Board of Immigration Appeals, whose published decisions are law only for the circuit where the claim was based. Only when the asylum seeker appeals a judge's decision in the Supreme Court does their case enter a constitutional field. Although these administrative bodies look like courts, law enforcement is relaxed and discretionary.
Although extralegal techniques are key to defining the managerial status of asylum law, legal texts play a fundamental role in the regulation of Mexican migration because the Endriago subject dislocates concepts used to establish the politics of truth in such discourse. This subversion further narrows the terms of inclusion of the two core concepts in the legal construction of the refugee: unwillingness or inability to protect citizens from persecution and motivation based on one of the five protected categories. Asylum law has truth effects concerning what constitutes an act and a victim of persecution, and the context in which persecution occurs. It has created a politics of truthsubjectivities, objects, and concepts that separate true from false-in which the definition of state attribution, responsibility, context, and victim excludes many subjectivities, objects, and concepts resulting from necropolitics and the necropractices of the Endriago subject. The hybrid character of the governmentalization of the Mexican state and its necropolitics therefore subvert the politics of truth in asylum discourse. Ernesto Laclau's concept of dislocation is helpful in understanding this subversion. Dislocation refers to social processes or events that cannot be represented or symbolized within a particular system of identities and consequently lead to a disruption of the structure itself. 34 Or as Francisco Panizza explains, ''Dislocation is caused by events beyond the control of the hegemonic forces that cannot be symbolized by the existing discursive order and therefore cannot be integrated within its political, cultural and institutional boundaries.'' 35 Through the actions of the Endriago subject necropolitics dislocates classic understandings of the subject and object of persecution in the judicial discourse of asylum.
Necropolitical Dislocation of the Legal Construction of the Political Refugee: Political Opinion and Particular Social Group
Two key concepts in the politics of truth of asylum discourse are dislocated through the actions of the Endriago subject and the emergence of different objects of political persecution, such as persecution for speaking out against state corruption, for demanding justice in the murder of a relative, for refusing to pay cuotas (extortion), and for ''knowing'' too much about the political nature of the Endriago subject (its criminal-state hybridity). These concepts are (1) a well-founded fear of present or future persecution due to the state's unwillingness or inability to protect them and (2) that they are or could be the victims of persecution due to their nationality, race, religion, political opinion, or membership of a particular social group.
The State's Unwillingness or Inability to Protect the Victims of Persecution
Fear of persecution is defined as a fear of serious harm and the failure of the state to provide protection vis-à-vis this possibility. Persecution could be understood as ''the sustained or systematic violation of human rights demonstrative of a failure of state protection.'' 36 The level of harm must be severe. In order to demonstrate persecution, a person's experience must be more than simple unpleasantness, harassment, or even basic suffering. According to the UN Asylum Handbook, persecution could be an action of the state or the result of the inability of the state to stop the criminality of nonstate actors. 37 There are two interpretations of persecution by nonstate agents in the face of which the state is willing but unable to provide protection. One, the view of protection where the definition is extended to cover situations where the state of origin is incapable of providing necessary protection; and two, the view of accountability, which establishes that only when persecution is by the state can the person be considered a refugee. 38 The involvement of nonstate actors is not the main problem facing Mexican asylum seekers because judges may apply the protection view.
Given the appearance of the Endriago subject, according to Cabot and Nancy Oretskin (the then Associate Attorney at the Legal Offices of Carlos Spector, today Associate Attorney at the Nuevo México-based Southwest Asylum & Migration Institute) the main legal challenge facing Mexican asylum seekers is to prove the state's unwillingness or inability to protect them from persecution or torture from state authorities, criminals, or both. As Oretskin puts it, ''the key is always, no matter whether political opinion or social group, whether the government or representative of the government is unable or unwilling to protect you. You have to have a tie to the government.'' Difficulties arise since necropolitics dislocates common understandings of persecution and motivation in asylum law because the state no longer holds a monopoly of domination technologies such as the military and the police. In terms of asylum law, this does not necessarily represent a problem due to the protection view of private persecution. 39 However, it is a problem when trying to establish inability or unwillingness to protect. For example, while the federal government enforces anticrime policies, at the local and mid-levels of government, law enforcement officials are often on the payroll of drug cartels. The Mexican government spends billions of dollars on security and the militarization of the war on drug trafficking, as evidenced by the Merida Initiative (2008) through which the United States transferred resources for law enforcement and the antidrugs, antiterrorism, and border security program. As a consequence of this policy, evidence of the state's unwillingness or inability to protect citizens is problematic since it appears to judges and migration officials that the state does make an effort to fight criminal gangs. However, while the state fights crime with this type of policy, there are cartels set up by former Army members or active policemen that operate as Endriago subjects. 40 In order to prove the inability or unwillingness of the state, claimants submit reports from international human rights nongovernmental organizations or the American State Department to the USCIS or EOIR. However, human rights reports do not always present the facts as evidence of a human rights crisis but as generalized violence. In response, authorities empowered to grant asylum provide evidence of Mexican or bilateral policies for fighting drug trafficking such as the Mérida Initiative. Unwillingness or inability is therefore consigned to the strictly subjective realm since victims must prove this occurs in their specific case. Lawyers present personal recommendations from Mexican human rights commissions together with news clippings reporting that law enforcement officials or soldiers linked to cartels have directly participated in, or ignored, murders related to their cases. Nevertheless, sometimes recommendations simply do not exist since victims are afraid and do not trust state institutions. In such cases, testimonies would be the only possible evidence but many are unwilling to testify against Endriagos or state agents. Asylum authorities reply again with evidence of national antidrug policy or US-Mexico security cooperation.
A case illustrating this blurring of the politics of truth in asylum law through the concepts of ''unwillingness'' and ''inability'' is that of the Cheese Maker Family. 41 In June 2012, a member of the Cheese Maker family was murdered. Local police provided no details, simply stating he had been killed by ''somebody'' near the Valle de Juárez town where the family had their creamery businesses. When the family buried him the next day, the dead man's brother (X) received a call from his nephew to say his own brother had been killed while visiting his father's grave. X then received further death threats by phone demanding he tell the others to leave town or be killed. The family rushed to the cemetery to find the young man lying dead on his father's grave.
X then received another death threat saying his mother would be next. Since no help had been received from local police, and it was clear the entire family was a target, they went to the federal police headquarters in their town to request assistance. These requests were ignored. Sicarios then started looting all of the family's businesses. In a convenience store, X ran into federal police officers assigned to a neighboring town who were willing to help. When the gunmen discovered three police vehicles parked at the family's ranch, they told one of the officers to pass on the message that if they failed to leave things would only get worse. By this time, the gunmen had also seized the Cheese Makers' seven homes. Police agreed to escort them to Ciudad Juárez where they were left at the Office of the Attorney General. Here they were told nothing much could be done to help them since the office had never before dealt with a case like it. Federal authorities said all they could do was to take them to Mexico City for temporary protection since the federal government was unable to take on this type of case. The entire family fled to El Paso where it is currently in asylum procedures.
The Persecutor's Motivation: Political Opinion and Particular Social Group
Given the characteristics of the Mexican situation, arguing motivation is never straight forward either. As Cabot claims, ''when you're dealing with people who are fleeing from drug violence there's no obvious group, no obvious ground . . . you know, it's not their race, religion, nationality, so those go out the window.'' Asylum claimants therefore have only two category options: political opinion and membership of a particular social group. However, given the characteristics of the war on drugs, connections to political opinions or social groups are clear only in the most traditional cases.
Political opinion. Political opinion refers to ''any opinion on any matter in which the machinery of the State, government, and policy may be engaged.'' Even if the applicant has not yet expressed any opinions, the strength of their convictions leads to the assumption the applicant will eventually express them and clash with authorities. 42 To date, people who have managed to demonstrate a well-founded fear of persecution due to their political opinions do so in terms of the INA and the UN Convention, that is, typical asylum seekers. In the words of Cabot, ''For some people fleeing Mexico there is political opinion that actually works for them, but that's usually politicians, journalists or human rights activists, it's specifically for people who speak out and doesn't apply to the normal person fleeing violence.'' For instance, in September 2010, the US government granted political asylum to journalist Jorge Luis Aguirre, director of La Polaka.com, when he fled Ciudad Juárez just a few hours after the execution of journalist Armando ''Choco'' Rodríguez and after having received an anonymous call warning him: ''you're next.'' Nevertheless, people who speak out against drug cartels and are consequently persecuted by Endriagos face the greatest difficulties, such as the Morı´n Brothers. Since 1989, the Morín brothers have owned a public transport company in Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, and shortly after its founding they joined a union confederation. In addition to the three brothers, another five family members work in the business. In June 2008, a drug cartel began making death threats and warned their homes would be set on fire and buses incinerated if they failed to pay the cartel 5,000 pesos a week. The brothers tried to organize union members to avoid making these payments and to stage a public protest. However, they were warned that if they continued to organize others their buses would be incinerated.
One of the brothers suggested the group organize a general strike and refuse to provide bus services, thereby exerting pressure on the police. The union members present agreed to take action but ultimately were afraid so no group action was taken. A phone call was later received saying a bus had been set on fire and that if they continued to advocate strikes and resist extortion the cartel would kill a family member. Shortly, the son of one of the brothers was executed in a Juárez bar and in March 2011, the Morín family fled to El Paso. Calling publicly on others to organize a united front against extortion qualifies as political opinion, according to lawyer Carlos Spector, who also believes the Morín family was not persecuted on an individual basis but as a family with strong political opinions. However, the Morín family has been denied affirmative asylum and finds itself in defensive proceedings.
Particular social group. Since persecution is related to the characteristics of necropolitics, in most cases motivations are not explicitly those of the INA and the UN Convention, that is, Endriagos and corrupt law enforcement officials persecute entire families who refuse to pay extortion or speak out about extortion or try to kill the relatives of murdered victims seeking justice. In the fifth circuit, a particular social group needs to have three key characteristics: social visibility, immutability, and particularity.
The fifth Circuit defines visibility as society's perception of a group as socially visible. Oretskin describes this in the following way: ''In the Fifth Circuit of Texas, where we are, membership of a social group is hard (to demonstrate) because you have to prove it is immutable and you have to show visibility. Visibility is participating in protests and pictures. Immutability is a member of the family who has been in the media; the media covered this around the world because of the injustice. How's that immutable? How can you change being part of that family. So the social group is hard. Really hard.'' Immutability refers to people who share innate or unalterable characteristics such as a past, defined by something as basic as their identity that they should not to be required to abandon. 43 As Spector says, ''homosexuals, women, people with fixed characteristics: I am who I am, I can't change that. '' In particular, this has to do with the specific characteristics of motivation not linked to persecution. According to Cabot, this is related to characteristics unrelated to persecution itself: ''The other thing about a social group is, in order to prevent circular logic the court (says) your social group cannot be defined by the persecution that it suffers, for example, women who suffer domestic violence cannot be a social group because domestic violence is the persecution itself. So Mexican citizens targeted by cartels cannot be a social group because this is defined by the persecution. That prevents us from using what might be the most obvious social group, a fairly visible thing. That's one problem.'' Therefore, people who refuse to pay quotas to drug cartels, criminal informants, Mexicans returning from the United States, and businesspersons (wealthy merchants or families) are groups which are too broad to qualify as a ''particular group.'' In addition, there is no voluntary relationship or innate characteristic to bind its members. 44 A possibility for establishing a particular social group for Mexicans is the family since family meets the criteria of a particular social group: ''Family membership is a characteristic that a person either cannot change (if he or she is related by blood) or should not be required to change (if he or she is related by marriage).'' 45 Nevertheless, in the fifth circuit, it is not enough to belong to the family of a persecuted person. Although persecution on account of family as a social group seeks ''to terminate a line of dynastic succession, '' 46 this is much harder to prove in the fifth Circuit. Many people have lost their cases in affirmative proceedings when trying to prove family as a specific social group.
One such case is that of Miss Bala. 47 Miss Bala's husband was murdered in April 2010 after being kidnapped and his body was dumped in a Ciudad Juárez street. Miss Bala believes this was because he refused to pay quotas (extortion). In order to provide for her children, she began working as a waitress in Ciudad Juárez bars. While working in one of these bars in 2011, federal police officers visited the premises to conduct a routine inspection. Five minutes after they had left, with their police vehicles still parked outside, heavily armed men entered and opened fire. Miss Bala found herself on the floor with the bodies of dead customers and workers piled on top of her. She didn't get up to leave until she smelled burning. Local police tried to enter the building but were prevented by federal police, so she took advantage of the confusion and left. Although she managed to escape, police officers identified her car and a week later, a colleague rang to say five Federal police officers were looking for the surviving waitresses. Two weeks after the massacre, a car tried to bump her off the road while she was transporting her children. The following day she decided to drive straight to the international bridge with her children and seek asylum.
A few months later, she learned a group of armed men had broken into her house, where her uncle had been living. He was beaten until he revealed the whereabouts of Miss Bala's father. The men then went to his house and asked for Miss Bala and when her father refused to tell them of her whereabouts they took him with them. He is still missing. The kidnappers told Miss Bala's mother that if she failed to tell her daughter to give herself over to them they would come for her children and would eliminate the whole family. Now the entire family is seeking asylum.
Conclusion
To sum up briefly, while a biopolitical framework proves useful for the analysis of migration, related phenomena such as forced displacement and asylum require a complementary and context-specific reading of the regulation of death in a society producing forced displacement, and how this regulation becomes a part of the migration apparatus in the United States. Necropolitics is an ideal analytical tool for understanding why people leave their towns-beyond the obvious crude images of violence-and how its dynamics complement the biopolitics of asylum policy in the United States. Thousands of people have fled their homes and relocated within Mexico, but those who are not protected by the Mexican state, either by inability or unwillingness, are seeking asylum in the United States.
The well-founded fear of persecution due to the unwillingness or inability of the government to protect victim from their persecutors, along with persecution on the grounds of political opinion or membership of a particular social group, are concepts used as exclusionary categories in asylum discourse due to the necropolitical dislocation of the action of Endriagos. This suggests that biopolitics is also informed by necropolitics.
